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One reason that there are so many combinatorial identities is that a single result 
can masquerade under countiess disguises. Some of these formulas are associated 
with great names, and are rich in historical significance. For example, 
(a) Newton’s binomial formula: 
n w xi= (1 +x)". / J 
(b) Vandermonde’s identities: 
F (:>(iYj)= (“:“)’ 5: (;>(iyj)= (mm+l>’ 
F (7) ( m;j)(-l)~ = (“,y ), 
~ (~)(m~‘)o/=(I)“(i~n)’ 
(c) The Fibonacci convolutions: 
where ifi), , -m is any real sequence satisfying F,,+z = F,, , + F,, (e.g., the 
Fibonacci, Lucas numbers). 
(d) The Gaussian (k = 2) formula: 
,$0 :GI (j+ i) = $ fi (n + i), 
,-I 
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which follows (m = n + k) from 
and its generalization 
i fi (n-j+i) fi (j+f)= n+kzq+l k!q!, 
j-0 i=l /=l ( > 
following from 
(e) c(-> j 7 (-l)J=O, 
and its generalizations 
c(> ; t-11 Li/4 = 0 or +2[@ + 1V21, I 
w J C-1) [j/31 = 0 or +2.3[(~-1)/21 or +4.3[(~~1)/21 , . . . I 
where [x] is the greatest integer not greater than x. 
and its generalizations 
c(.> y [j/2] = (n - 1)2”-2, J C (3mj+2)[j/3] =m23m+1,..., I 
n 
c(> I 
j j(-l)j= 0, 
c(> I 
y [j/21(-l)j= 2np2, 
6m 
+> 
[j/31(-1)-j= (-l)m3m-‘, . . . 
I 
J 
(g) The lacunary sums: 
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where {fn}nZO is the Fibonacci sequence, 
12m+3 
c ( sj 
I 
)=212m;2-1,... 
ad infinitum, are, with the exception of(g), simply special cases of the single identity 
presented in the following theorem. 
Theorem. Zf {‘j> are real or complex numbers which satisfy 
The trivial induction or outright counting proof of (*) is omitted. 
The identities in (a)-(d) are (*) when {r} equals, respectively, 
(1 +x)“xj, (m?y)’ (~:fj)’ 
(-iyfj y_+i , ( > 
I-‘, and [(mr+j)(m~~:j)]-l. 
Those in (e)-(f) can be seen in the Pascal-like array of (‘j} with the obvious initial 
conditions. The identities in (g) are obtained from the generalization of (*) which 
appears in [l]. The {s} are seen as a variable dual to the classical binomial coeffi- 
cients, a unifying point of view resulting in an enhancement of computational 
insight beyond that of classical methods (see [l]). 
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